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 Plot A gangster Amar (Jimmy Sheirgill) tries to get rid of those who have been trying to frame him for murder. His younger
brother Bhaiya (Mahi Gill) tries to get to Amar but is shot by the police in the process. Amar runs away from the scene and

manages to find an old friend Jaspal (Mukul Dev), who agrees to help him out. Jaspal helps Amar out by offering a ride to avoid
the police and gets him to the house of Nirjhan (Oshin Sai) who works in the same transport business as his brother Bhaiya.
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Amar spends a few days with Jaspal's family and meets his son Ankit (Amit Behl), Jaspal's wife Tabasum and his mother-in-
law. Soon they hear about Bhaiya's murder from a source and Jaspal tries to bring Amar and his family back to the house. The
family eventually goes to Amar's house, but things go south for them there. Cast Jimmy Sheirgill as Amar Mahi Gill as Bhaiya

Simar Gill as Pari Oshin Sai as Nirjhan Mukul Dev as Jaspal Guggu Gill as Tabasum Kuljinder Singh Sidhu as the lawyer
Sachin Dayal as Nirjhan's brother Ankit Behl as Ankit Amir Sadaf as Guddu Roopesh as a policeman Sushmita Mukherjee as

Hotel receptionist Anjana Sukhani as Poonam Chitrangada Singh as Pari's friend Manish Goel as a truck driver Soundtrack The
music of the film is composed by Anand Raaj Anand and the lyrics are penned by Maninder Singh. References External links
Category:2015 films Category:Indian films Category:2010s Punjabi-language films Category:Films shot in Punjab, IndiaThe

Federal Election Commission has created a safe space to determine whether or not to prosecute Democrat presidential candidate
Tulsi Gabbard. The Gabbard campaign has reportedly received a letter from the FEC telling her not to take campaign donations

from foreign citizens. “We believe you did not do so because your campaign received donations from at least one non-U.S.
citizen, which is illegal,� 82157476af
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